AP Human Geography Resources

AP Human Geography (from AP Central Course Description Guides)

Finding Activities in Renzulli Learning
1) Login to the Teacher site.
2) Click “Search Activities”
3) Type the title of the activity below you wish to locate.
4) Click “Search”

Sending Activities to Students
1) Click “Share with Students/Teachers”
2) Click the names of the students or the group of students you wish to send it to.
3) Click “Submit”

Geography: Its Nature and Perspectives (5–10%)
A. Geography as a Field of Inquiry

- American Geophysical Union: Science for Everyone
- Xpedition Hall
- The Encyclopedia of Geography 1852
- Geographers in the Web
- World Geography
- NASA’s Biggest Hits for the Home Planet
- The Earth Explorers Series
- Exploring Earth: Investigations
- Exploring Other Worlds
- National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration History
- NOAA Research Laboratories
- The Paleontology Portal
- WildFinder: Mapping the World’s Species
- North American Mammals
- Ernst Mayr Biography
- Smithsonian: National Museum of Natural History: Anthropology
- History Matters
- World History Matters
- The Theban Mapping Project
- The Roman Empire: 18 Centuries in 19 Maps
- Emigrant Trails Throughout Wyoming
- Military Campaigns of the Civil War
- There’s No Place Like Home: Conduct an Ethnographic Survey
- Be a Demographer
- Your Congressional District
- Voyage of Exploration: Discover New Horizons
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• Ship Mates!
• MaudNESS Cruise: ESR Personnel and Activities
• British Antarctic Survey
• Carolina Coastal Science
• Create a Travel Brochure
• Flags of the World
• Virtual Oil Well
• Then and Now
• U.S. Geological Survey Earthquake Hazards Program
• Recent Earthquake Activity
• Mauna Loa
• Marine Geology: Research Beneath the Sea
• Ocean Careers
• Browse Careers at OceanCareers.com
• Careers in Science
• Pathways to Technology: Technology Jobs
• Career Zone
• California Career Zone
• Your Career Search
• Occupational Outlook Handbook
• Career Voyages
• Career Aisle

B. Evolution of Key Geographical Concepts and Models Associated with Notable Geographers

• World Geography
• Chinese Geography
• Egyptian Geography
• The History of Navigation
• The Mariners’ Museum
• Points
• Coordinates
• Compass Rose
• Math Challenge #66: Airport Runways
• Discovering Roman Technology
• Trigonometry – What Is It Good For?
• Explorers of the Millennium
• The History of European Map Making
• The World of Dante
• Renaissance: What Inspired This Age of Balance and Order?
• Astronomy Throughout History
• The Start of Scientific Cosmology
• Parallax and the Parsec
• Optics Celebs
• The Trial of Galileo Galilei
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Science of Navigation
Columbus Navigation Homepage
The Round Earth and Christopher Columbus
Marine Navigation in the Age of Exploration
Picture American History
Lewis and Clark: The Maps of Exploration
Map: America
Map: Great Lakes Region
Middle Atlantic Maps
Alabama Maps
Tuck Library
The Pacific Before Cook
Captain Cook: Explorer, Navigator, and Pioneer
Discovering Lewis and Clark: The Expedition
Lewis and Clark: Interactive Trail Map
Lewis and Clark: Mapping the West
Ocean Exploration History
The Voyage of the Beagle by Charles Darwin
The Theory of Evolution
Understanding Evolution
Evolution!
Arctic Passage
The Profession of Geography in the Mid-1800s
The Encyclopedia of Geography 1852
Texas Bird’s-Eye Views
C. Hart Merriam and the Life Zones Concept
All About Plate Tectonics!
Mountain Maker, Earth Shaker!
Continental Drift and Plate Tectonics!
Continental Divide: The Breakup of Pangaea
Pangaea Puzzle: Exploring the Tectonic Forces That Shape the Earth
Plate Tectonics and Earthquakes
Consequences of Plate Tectonics!
Clyde Tombaugh Biography
Understanding Urban Geography
CSISS
Is the World Really Shrinking?
Tour of Geologic Time
Exploring & Collecting History Online - Science, Technology, and Industry

C. Key Concepts Underlying the Geographical Perspective: Location, Space, Place, Scale, Pattern, Regionalization, and Globalization

- Points
- Latitude and Longitude
- Navigation
- Coordinates
- Geodesy
- Lines, Planes, & Space
- Xpedition Hall
- Learning to Look at Art
- Space Perception
- The Perception of Depth
- Geometry in Art & Architecture
- Perspective
- What Is Perspective?
- Lakota Winter Counts
- Spacetime Wrinkles
- NOVA Online: Time Travel
- Time Geography
- Time at the North Pole
- Travel Brochures: Highlighting the Setting of a Story
- The Significance of Jerusalem in Judaism
- The Significance of Jerusalem for Muslims and Christians
- Comparison of the Poles!
- Chinese Geography
- Native American Places
- Panoramas: The North American Landscape in Art
- ASA Summersion
- The World Trade Center – Ground Zero
- Transcendent Nature: Photography
- A Question of Scale
- Moon and Earth Scale Models
- Build a Solar System
- Exploring Earth: Visualizations
- Times and Cycles: Dendrochronology
- Global Climate Change
- Earth in Peril
- Images of the Social and Economic World
- Global Trends Quiz
- Human Numbers Throughout Time
- Urban Land Use: Residential Patterns and Change
- Jared Diamond Video: Why Societies Collapse
- Culture: A Geographical Perspective
- Ecosystems, Biomes, and Watersheds: Definitions and Use
- Ecozones
- 3D Planet Earth Biome Simulation
- Ocean Regions
- Windows to the Universe: Earth
- World Factbook
- Explore the Regions of Africa
- Ethnic Groups of Africa
- Regions of France
- Regions of the United States
- Geographic Regions of Georgia: Overview
- The Regions of Virginia
- Dissecting Suburbia
- Defining Globalization
- Globalization and Culture: Americanization or Cultural Diversity?
- American Attitudes: Americans & the World
- The Spread of Culture from One Country to Another
- Impact of the English Language
- McDonald’s in Russia
- Commanding Heights
- History of European Integration
- Material World
- Get to the Root of It: Basic Science Concepts
- Classification of Living Things

D. Key Geographical Skills
- Orienteering for the Young
- The Surveyor’s Basic Tools
- Improvising a Compass
- Make Your Own Astrolabe
- Latitude and Longitude Animation
- Navigation
- Voyage of Exploration: Discover New Horizons
- Xpedition Hall
- The History of European Map Making
- Exploring Earth: Investigations
- Interactive Map Center
- Name that Park
- Afriterra Maps Catalog
- Lewis and Clark: Mapping the West
- Los Angeles Mapped
- National Atlas
- Our Atlases
- Outline Maps
- The Viking Deception
- Map-It: Map Generator
- Continental Divide: The Breakup of Pangaea
- What Is a Topographic Map?
- 3D Topographic Map Simulation
- Surface Temperature Movies
- Upland Limestone
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• Land Use Mapping
• Landforms
• Soil Distribution Maps
• US Drought Monitor
• Mathematics of Cartography
• Scientific Inquiry
• Great Circle
• How Far Is It?
• Road Maps and Mileage
• Using Triangulation to Locate Meteorites from Witnessed Falls
• Map Scales
• Moon and Earth Scale Models
• Scale Model of the Great Pyramid
• Shock-ing Geography
• Identify European Countries
• Central America - Identifying Countries
• Geography of Africa
• Geography of Asia
• Geography of Europe
• Geography of the United States
• Cyber Country at a Glance
• World Factbook
• Ship Mates!
• World Weather!
• Weather Map Activity
• Reading Weather Maps
• Explore With Virtual Skies!
• Galactic Navigation

E. New Geographic Technologies
• Geographic Information Systems
• Geodesy
• Pathways to Technology: Technology Jobs
• NASA’s Earth Observatory
• National Geophysical Data Center
• Earth Resources Observation & Science (EROS)
• Earthshots: Satellite Images of Environmental Changes
• Real Time Satellite Images of Earth
• Earth as Art: A Landsat Perspective
• Exploring Earth: Visualizations
• Mapping the Holocaust
• Hubble: A View to the Edge of Space
• The Hubble Heritage Project
• Remote Sensing Archeology Research at NASA
• Exploring the Environment: Mountain Gorillas
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• Florida Everglades
• Korean Enigma
• Is Our Climate Changing Globally?
• Global Climate Change
• The Satellite Site – The Tech
• Seafloor Spreading and Plate Tectonics
• JPL – Earth – Ocean Motion
• Ocean Surface Topography from Space
• TOPEX/Poseidon Educational Outreach
• Space Radar Images of Earth
• National Weather Service Radar
• Chandra X-Ray Observatory
• The Earth’s Thermostat
• Galaxy Mapping Video
• Space Environment: Navigation
• Geostationary Satellites
• The Navy and Satellites
• Wonderful World of Satellites
• How Satellites Work
• The Grave of the Titanic
• Center for Innovation in Engineering and Science Education
• NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center
• The Secret Lives of Wild Animals
• Marine Geology & Geophysics
• Mission to the Deep

F. Sources of Geographical Ideas and Data: The Field, Census Data, and Satellite Imagery
• Numerical Integration Lab
• How Do We Know About Layers Deep Within Earth?
• Earthquake News and Information
• Climatologist’s Toolbox
• Introduction to Climate Data
• NOAA/ESRL Global Monitoring Division
• Secrets of the Ice
• The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Photo Library
• Ocean View
• The Virtual Series: Clinch River
• TerraServer-USA
• WildFinder: Mapping the World’s Species
• The Secret Lives of Wild Animals
• U.S. Census Bureau
• Census Scope
• USA QuickFacts
• Local Census
Population (13-17%)

A. Geographical Analysis of Population

- Demographics
- Quantitative Population Ecology
- Images of the Social and Economic World
- A Country Study
- Cyber Country at a Glance
- Portals to the World
- FactMonster: Countries of the World
- United Nations Cyberschoolbus
- World Factbook
- Population Dynamics
- Be a Demographer
- Earth in Peril
- Census Scope
- USA QuickFacts
- The Fifty States
- Local Census
- Connecticut Economic Resources Center: Bridgewater, Connecticut
- Atlas of the Czech Republic
- Embassy of the Federal Republic of Nigeria
- Linkage 2000: The Aged of Today and Tomorrow
- The Beggar’s Hand: The Plight of Poverty
- State Hunger, Poverty, and Nutrition Programs
- Introduction to Colonial African American Life
- American Slave Population Density in 1840
- Ethnic Groups of Africa
B. Population Growth and Decline over Time and Space

- **Population Growth and Balance**
- **World in the Balance**
- **Human Population Growth**
- **Population Growth Rate**
- **Population Growth Rate Teaching Activities**
- **Center for Innovation in Engineering and Science Education**
- **World Population Clock**
- **U.S. Census Bureau**
- **Jonathan Swift’s Modest Proposal**
- **A Modest Proposal by Jonathan Swift**
- **Evolution 101**
- **Evolution**
- **EvoTutor: Natural Selection**
- **Evolution Lab**
- **Natural Selection Tutorial**
- **On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection by Charles Darwin**
- **Beanbag Population Genetics**
- **Growth and Decay Interactive Applet**
- **Genetic Drift Simulation**
- **Health Hazards and Cures in Ancient Egypt**
- **The Rise and Fall of the British Population**
- **Overview: Empire and Sea Power 1714-1837**
- **Overview: Victorian England, 1837-1901**
- **Changes Brought on by the Industrial Revolution**
Overview: Britain from 1945 Onwards
American Historical Census
The Case Files
Census Scope
Growth of U.S. Cities and Business – 1850 to 1910
Sprawl City
Slavery and Economy in Barbados
Ghana
Uganda
Urbanization and Population Growth: The Impact on China
World Health Organization: Health Topics
Young Epidemiology Scholars Competition
The World of Infectious Disease
Common Infectious Diseases Worldwide
Outbreak: Using Theater To Explain Epidemics
Black Death
Secrets of the Dead: Mystery of the Black Death
Journal of the Plague Year by Daniel Defoe
The Demise of the Hudson Valley Indians
Smallpox
Smallpox: Eradicating the Scourge
City History Lessons – Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1793
The Diseased City
Bubonic Plague
Influenza: A Twentieth Century Epidemic
Secrets of the Dead: Killer Flu
The Shot Heard 'Round the World: Polio Vaccine
Whatever Happened to Polio?
TB Background and Overview
Rift Valley Fever
AIDS Pathology
Looking for the Light – Musarium
Africa Photoscope
African Lives
South Africa
1976: The Fear of a Great Plague
The Sky is Falling: An Analysis of the Swine Flu Affair of 1976
Avian Influenza: Past, Present, and Future
Swine Flu in Humans FAQ’s
H1N1 and U.S. Schools FAQ
Obesity and Overweight: Economic Consequences
Population Dynamics
Collapse: Why do Civilizations Fall?
Science asks “Can we?” Law asks “May we?” Morality asks “Should we?”
Answering The Questions Behind Bioethics
C. Population Movement

- ThinkQuest – The Asian Century
- Chinese Geography
- Jakarta, Indonesia

- Migration and Urbanization
- The Urbanization of the World
- The Genographic Project
- A Journey to a New Land
- The First Peoples of California
- The Rise and Fall of the British Population
- Europe After the Fall of Rome
- Exploration & Settlement
- Headrights
- Historical Maps of the Cherokee
- Georgia’s Ethnic Groups
- In Motion: The African-American Migration Experience
- Africa and the Transatlantic Slave Trade
- The Story of Africa
- African Americans in Pennsylvania
- Black Cultural Centre for Nova Scotia
- From Haven to Home
- US Immigration
- Immigration to the United States, 1789-1930
- Asian American Timeline
- Museum of Chinese in America
- California National Historic Trail
- The Oregon Territory and Its Pioneers
- Emigrant Trails Throughout Wyoming
- Immigration to the United States
- National Orphan Train Complex
- The African-American Mosaic
- Reconstruction and the Aftermath Part One
- Henry McNeal Turner
- A History of US: Whose Land Is This?
- Tenement Museum
- Mulberry Street NYC
- Hull House and Its Neighborhoods
- Progressivism, Hull House, and Immigration: Angelo’s Saturdays
- Film: Landing at Ellis Island
- Ellis Island
- Immigrants’ Introduction to America
- Greek American Experiences – George Mason University
- Jazz by Ken Burns
- Great Migration and the Jazz Age: It’s a Long Way from Home
• Great Migration: A Bronzeville Story
• Immigration: Stories of Yesterday and Today
• Documenting the 1930s
• World War II Orphans
• The Fight in the Fields: Cesar Chavez and the Farmworkers' Struggle
• The Forgotten Americans
• Xpedition Hall
• Immigrants and Exiles
• Immigration Museum
• Overview: Britain from 1945 Onwards
• The Holocaust: Topics to Study
• Unspeakable Things: Migrant Workers in Russia
• Young and Restless in China
• Hitler and “Lebensraum” in the East
• Variables in Societal Success
• The New Americans
• The City
• The Refugee
• Journey of Understanding
• Through the Eyes of a Refugee
• Refugee Camp
• United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees: Nobel Lecture
• Citizenship and Immigration
• Doctors Without Borders
• Assessing the Tsunami’s Effects on Migration

Cultural Patterns and Processes (13-17%)
A. Concepts of Culture
• Culture Definitions and Traits
• What Is Culture?
• Society and Culture Concentration
• Human Culture
• History and Culture
• Early Cultures: Pre-European Peoples of Wisconsin
• Culture: A Geographical Perspective
• The Spread of Culture from One Country to Another
• Culture Shock
• Introduction to Imperialism
• Ancient Greece 55,000 BC – 146 BC
• The Private Lives of Pyramid Builders
• A Tale of Three Cities
• Romanisation: The Process of Becoming Roman
• Rome Reborn: The Vatican Library & Renaissance Culture
• Only a Teacher
• Pluralism and Unity in the United States
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Commonality in Diversity
Defining Globalization
Globalization of Culture
Commanding Heights
Globalization and Culture: Americanization or Cultural Diversity?
Impact of the English Language
American Attitudes: Americans & the World
Westernization of Food in Asia
McDonald's in Russia
Unspeakable Things: Migrant Workers in Russia

B. Cultural Differences

Cultures on the Edge
Exploring Ancient World Cultures
My Wonderful World
Cultures.com
A Country Study
World Factbook
Portals to the World
Commonality in Diversity
City Lore
Community Roots
National Science Foundation: Language and Linguistics
World Languages
Aboriginal Languages of Australia
SEAsite: Southeast Asian Studies
Common Language, Separate Voice
The Ages of English
Aussie English for the Beginner
Do You Speak American?
Impact of the English Language
Info Romania
Myths from Around the World
A Bow of the Head: Religions of the World
Religions
The Story of Africa
World Religion and Art
Comparison of Beliefs
Muslims
Native American Creation Stories
Myths and Legends in Art
Art Around the World, 200-750 AD
Indigenous Peoples of the World
Indigenous Australia!
First Peoples of Canada
• The First Peoples of California
• Lakota Winter Counts
• Ethnic Groups of Africa
• The Pan-Africanists
• Marcus Garvey
• Frontline: The Two Nations of Black America
• Vieux Carre: A Creole Neighborhood in New Orleans
• Japanese American National Museum
• Ohio and Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor
• Race: The Power of an Illusion
• Hitler and “Lebensraum” in the East
• Women in World History
• Pages from Her Story
• Women’s Plight to Be Heard
• Africa Photoscope
• Popular Culture
• What Is Pop Culture?
• Folklife in Your State
• Joking in West African Societies
• The Glorious Gamelan
• Japan Video Topics
• Chinese Clothing

C. Cultural Landscapes and Cultural Identity
• Culture: A Geographical Perspective
• Ethical Dilemmas
• The Center for Diversity Education
• Confucius and Socrates: Teaching Wisdom
• Cooperation, Community, and the Common Good
• Ideology
• Non-Fiction and Media Texts
• Moral Development and Education
• Variables in Societal Success
• Artist Inspirations: Places
• Maya Lin Biography
• Aerial Archeology
• Xpedition Hall
• Indigenous Peoples of the World
• Cultures on the Edge
• Global Trek: Virtual Travel Around the World
• Asian, African, and American Civilizations Before 1500
• Chinese Geography
• People of Africa
• Voices from Ancient Egyptian Gallery
• Global Connections: The Middle East
• Muslims
• The Significance of Jerusalem in Judaism
• The Significance of Jerusalem for Muslims and Christians
• American Colony in Jerusalem
• akaKurdistan
• The Gauls in Provence: The Oppidum of Entremont
• Peoples of Britain
• Native Tribes of Britain
• An Overview of Roman Britain
• Immigrants and Exiles
• Early Cultures: Pre-European Peoples of Wisconsin
• Cultures and Histories of the Americas
• Panoramas: The North American Landscape in Art
• Native American Places
• Plains Villagers of the Texas Panhandle
• Camping with the Sioux – Smithsonian Institution
• Picture American History
• A History of US: Whose Land Is This?
• US Immigration
• Common Language, Separate Voices
• Which Old West and Whose?
• Asian American Timeline
• Japanese American National Museum
• Jazz by Ken Burns
• Californio to American
• The Border
• The Forgotten Americans
• The New Americans
• Human Impact – Interrelationships
• The Regional Impact of Climate Change
• Sea Life Ocean Info
• International Rivers
• Go Fish!
• Conservation of Wolves

**Political Organization of Space (13-17%)**

A. Territorial Dimensions of Politics

• No Man’s Land Museum
• The Story of Africa
• Nubia: The Land Upriver
• Mali Maps
• After Independence
• An Online Odyssey Through Ancient Greece
• The Roman Empire: 18 Centuries in 19 Maps
• The Gauls in Provence: The Oppidum of Entremont
B. Evolution of the Contemporary Political Pattern

- Global Political Systems
- An Online Odyssey Through Ancient Greece
- Nations Gallery
- The Sixteenth Century
- Hitler and “Lebensraum” in the East
- How Were the Modern Nations Founded?
- Imperialism
- Introduction to Imperialism
- The Punic Wars and Roman Expansion throughout the Mediterranean
- The Official Truth: Propaganda in the Roman Empire
- Social Pecking Order in the Roman World
- ROMA: History and Civilization of the Eternal City
- The Roman Empire in the First Century
- The Fall of the Roman Republic
- An Overview of Roman Britain
- The Conquest and its Aftermath
- The Road to Northern Ireland, 1167-1921
- PBS: Conquistadors
- Exploration and Colonization
- A Brief History of Florida
- Elizabethan Exploration
- Asian American Timeline
- Museo de Macao (The Macao Museum)
- Slavery and Economy in Barbados
- Overview: Empire and Sea Power 1714-1837
- European Discovery and the Colonization of Australia
- Australia’s Early Exploration and Colonization
- The Battle of Waterloo
- The Monroe Doctrine
- Overview: Victorian England, 1837-1901
- The British Empire: Trading Routes and Construction
- The African-American Mosaic
- Manifest Destiny: Boundary Disputes
- Colonialism and Exploitation of Resources
- The European Scramble
- The Berlin Conference
- French Colonial Expansion
- French Conquest of Western Sudan
- Why Did the British Become Empire Builders in Africa?
- Living in the British Empire: Africa
- Secrets of the Dead: Day of the Zulu
- An Online History of the United States: The Age of Imperialism
- Hawaii’s Last Queen
- The Boxer Rebellion
- The Boxer Rebellion and the U.S. Navy, 1900-1901
- The Democratic Experiment
- King John and the Magna Carta
- British Library Treasures in Full: Magna Carta
The Birth of Parliament
Choosing Sides in the English Civil War
Was the American Revolution Inevitable?
Global Impact of the Charters of Freedom
Interpreting the Declaration of Independence by Translation
Britain and the French Revolution
Simon Bolivar
Overview: Britain and World War One, 1901-1918
Cousins at War
Overview: Britain, 1918-1945
Britain, the Commonwealth, and the End of the Empire
Mahatma Gandhi
Intro to the United Nations
Government in the 1950’s
The European Swinging Sixties
Québec Independence
Government in the 1970’s
An Expanding European Community
Government in the 1980’s
The Changing Face of Europe
The Fall of Communism in Eastern Europe
Reform, Coup, and Collapse: The End of the Soviet State
Collapse of the Soviet Union
The 50 Years of Communism in China
Accounting for the Environment in China
South Africa
Today’s Imperialism: Uniquely American
Imperialism in the 21st Century

C. Changes and Challenges to Political–Territorial Arrangements

Creating French Culture
Was the American Revolution Inevitable?
Who Owns This Land?
The Liberian Global Context
Organization of American States
Edward VII: The First Constitutional Monarch
The Great War
Commanding Heights
War and Revolution in Russia 1914-1921
Japan’s Quest for Empire 1931-1945
Partisans: War in the Balkans 1941-1945
Colonies, Colonials, and World War Two
World War II: Wartime Alliance
Mapping the Holocaust
Britain, the Commonwealth, and the End of the Empire
Agriculture and Rural Land Use (13-17%)

A. Development and Diffusion of Agriculture

- Overview: From Neolithic to Bronze Age, 8000 – 800 BC
- Agricultural Revolution
- People of the Lakes: Life at Chalain and Clairvaux 5000 Years Ago
- Ancient Mesopotamia: This History, Our History
- Mesopotamia: Geography
- Daily Life in Ancient Egypt
- Life in an Iron Age Village
- The Domesday Book
- Agricultural Revolution in England 1500-1850
- Poverty in Elizabethan England
- Internet History of Science
- Foods That Changed the World
- Seeds of Change Garden
- A History of American Agriculture
- North Carolina Agricultural History
- Pioneer Farmers
- Harvest of History
- The Irish Famine
- American Experience: Slave to Sharecropper
- Photo Tour of the National Apple Museum
- Michigan's Farms, 1900-1930
- AAA: The Agricultural Adjustment Act
- The Fight in the Fields: Cesar Chavez and the Farmworkers' Struggle
- César Chávez
- Norman Borlaug Biography
- Modern Dairy Farm
- Death of the Dream: Farmhouses in the Heartland
- Japan Video Topics

B. Major Agricultural Production Regions
- Limits to the Earth
- Exploring Earth: Visualizations
- South Asian Farming Systems
- Exploring Africa: Food Production
- Peoples of the Mesa Verde Region
- Hopi Agriculture: An Introduction
- Native American: Corn and Cornhusks
- Agriculture in Georgia
- Land Lottery System
- Cotton
- Along the Georgia-Florida Coast
- Death of the Dream: Farmhouses in the Heartland
- Agricultural Fact Book
- The USDA for Kids
- Alexander and Baldwin Sugar Museum
- Made in Brazil
- Coffee and Conservation
- Growing Chocolate
- Labor Relations in South Asia
- ThinkQuest – The Asian Century
- Asian American Timeline
- Basic Information on China
- The End of Agriculture in China
- Arrival of Industry Brings Suffering
- South African Development Community
- Mali’s Economy and Natural Resources
- The European Swinging Sixties
C. Rural Land Use and Settlement Patterns

- Soil Distribution Maps
- Earth in Peril
- Variables in Societal Success
- The “Nature” of the Problem: Population and Natural Disasters
- United Nations Hunger Map
- Free Rice
- A Country Study
- Portals to the World
- Exploring Africa: Food Production
- Land Use Map of Southwest Asia
- Aerial Archeology
- The Viking Age in Ireland
- Viking Colonists
- Land Use History of the Colorado Plateau
- Plains Villagers of the Texas Panhandle
- Land Use History of North America
- American Journeys
- Exploration & Settlement
- Virtual Jamestown
- Virtual Museum of New France
- Changing Land Use in Bridgewater, Connecticut
- Los Adaes
- Hard Road to Texas
- Frontier Forts
- Prairie Settlement
- Regents Prep – Ecological Succession
- Weed-Feeders
- Accounting for the Environment in China
- Climate Change and the World Food Supply
- Is Our Climate Changing Globally?
- NOAA/ESRL Global Monitoring Division
- Policy Library
- Glacier Story: The Growing Years
- The Forest Service and Climate Change
- Forests – Our Life Line
- US Forest Service
- 4-H Virtual Forest
- Temperate Rainforest
• Tasmania’s Cool Temperate Rainforest!
• Exploring the Tropics
• Explore the Rainforest
• Nature’s Rainforest
• The Ecotourism Game
• Water Resources Education Center
• Water Quality
• Water Quality: Bear Creek
• Water Quality – Wheeling Creek
• Good Neighbors: Springs Protection Success Stories
• International Rivers
• River Venture
• Stepping Back in Time on the Ichetucknee River
• Eco-Index
• Peace Corps: Where Do Volunteers Go?
• Peace Corps: Water in Africa
• Leuser International Foundation

D. Modern Commercial Agriculture

• Action Bioscience
• Harvest of Fear
• Genetic Engineering and Your Favorite Foods
• Genetically Modified Foods: The Science and Debate Behind Them
• Designer Seeds
• Rescuing Traditional Food Crops
• See Inside the Global Seed Vault
• Svalbard Global Seed Vault Movies
• Rodale Institute
• Plant Genebanks: Food Security
• Crop Diversity
• The Potato Park
• A View From the Andes: Potato Guardian
• Corn in Your Car
• Benefits of Biodiesel
• Biotechnology Education Program
• Educating the Biotechnology Workforce
• Environmental Equilibrium
• Sustainable Development in Northern Ireland
• Death of the Dream: Farmhouses in the Heartland
• The Global Breath
• Quick Facts about Organic Foods
• The Science of Cooking (Exploratorium)
• Human Impact – Interrelationships
• Literacy Net
• The Journey of Water
Industrialization and Economic Development (13 -17%)

A. Growth and Diffusion of Industrialization

- A Tale of Three Cities
- ROMA: History and Civilization of the Eternal City
- Internet History of Science
- Changes Brought on by the Industrial Revolution
- Overview: Victorian England, 1837-1901
- All Change in the Victorian Age
- The Victorian Spinning Mill
- A New Workforce in the Industrial Revolution
- Child Labor and the Industrial Revolution
- Child Worker
- Beneath the Surface: A Country of Two Nations
- Blasts Hill Victorian Town
- A History of US: Wake Up, America
- American Historical Census
- Ohio and Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor
- The Boott Cotton Mills of Lowell, Massachusetts
- Asian American Timeline
- The Rise of Industrial America
- Smithsonian: Powering a Generation of Change
- American Industrialization
- California's Renewable Energy Programs
- The Wind Business
- Office of Nuclear Energy, Science, and Technology
- Commanding Heights
- Cold War Studies
- The Future of Europe
- Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries
- Unspeakable Things: Migrant Workers in Russia
- IEEE Global History Network
- A Country Study
- Portals to the World
- The Geography of Transport Systems
- Urban Land Use: Residential Patterns and Change
B. Contemporary Patterns and Impacts of Industrialization and Development

- Basic Economic Systems
- Science and Development Network
- More or Less
- Tall Buildings
- World Political Leaders
- Aboriginal Economy and Society
- Take a Walk Through Cambodia
- The Charles Goodyear Story
- Henry Ford
- Automobile Factory
- History of Plastics
- Commanding Heights
- Middle East: Economic Growth and Decline
- Muslims
- The Tank Man: China Since 1989
- Arrival of Industry Brings Suffering
- Chinese Village Provides Model for Prosperity
- Decline of Japan’s Family-Run Factories
- How Everyday Things Are Made
- Intel Museum
- Defining Globalization
- Globalization of Culture
- Globalization and Culture: Americanization or Cultural Diversity?
- California Labor History Map
- Pacific Northwest Labor History – Photographs
- Hawaii Labor History
- Labor Relations in South Asia
- Kids in the Mill
- Ecological Footprints
- The Story of Stuff
- High School Environment Center - US EPA
- Tox Town
- Nonpoint Source Pollution
- Trade Secrets: A Moyers Report
- Climate Change
- The Regional Impact of Climate Change
- NOAA/ESRL Global Monitoring Division
- Local Air Quality Forecasts and Conditions
- Smog City
- The Deadliest Catch
- River Venture
- Good Neighbors: Springs Protection Success Stories
- World Health Organization: Health Topics
- Doctors Without Borders
Cities and Urban Land Use (13-17%)

A. Development and Character of Cities

- The Urbanization of the World
- Variables in Societal Success
- Understanding Urban Geography
- The Private Lives of Pyramid Builders
- Roman Colchester: Britain's First City
- American Museum of Natural History
- Traditions of the Sun
- Naachtun: A Lost City of the Maya
- Cities and Empires
- Historic Cities
- Museum of London
- Poverty in Elizabethan England
- London: Brighter Lights, Bigger City
- Map of London
- London After the Great Fire
- Before and After the Great Fire of London
- Picture American History
- Panoramic Photographs
- Touring Turn-of-the-Century America
- People of Colonial Albany Live Here – Index
- Museum of the City of New York
- NYC 100
- New York City History
- NYC Photo Gallery
- Mulberry Street NYC
- Cathedrals of Broadway, Fifth Avenue, Wall Street, and Art
- Thomas Struth’s Streets of New York
- Hull House and Its Neighborhoods
- Twenty Years at Hull House by Jane Addams
- Progressivism, Hull House, and Immigration: Angelo’s Saturdays
- Virtual Field Trip of St. Louis
- Digital Durham
- Texas Bird’s-Eye Views
- Boulder City
- California State Capitol Museum
- Rome Today
- The London Eye Virtual Tour
- Muslim World Virtual Tour
- Ethnic Groups of Africa
- Cairo, Egypt
- Johannesburg, South Africa
- Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
- Jakarta, Indonesia
- Shanghai, China
- 3D Planet Earth Biome Simulation
- World Factbook
- Urban Growth
- Urban Development For You
- Earth in Peril
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• Sprawl City
• Urban Sprawl
• Migration and Urbanization
• Growth of U.S. Cities and Business – 1850 to 1910
• Jazz by Ken Burns
• Great Migration and the Jazz Age: It’s a Long Way from Home
• Great Migration: A Bronzeville Story
• The City
• Young and Restless in China
• Rural Chinese Leave Home in Search of a Better Life
• The End of Agriculture in China
• Cautions on China’s Urbanization
• Urbanization and Population Growth: The Impact on China
• Preparing for China’s Urban Billion
• Forecast Map of Chinese Urbanization
• Chinese Urbanization Quiz
• Accounting for the Environment in China
• African Lives
• The Making of a Mega-City
• The Mega-Cities Project
• Dissecting Suburbia
• London Transport Museum

B. Models of Urban Systems

• Understanding Urban Geography
• The Geography of Transport Systems
• Small-Town America
• Vieux Carre: A Creole Neighborhood in New Orleans
• NYC 100
• The Great Chicago Fire and The Web of Memory
• Urban Land Use: Residential Patterns and Change
• Cautions on China’s Urbanization

C. Models of Internal City Structure

• Urban Land Use: Residential Patterns and Change
• Understanding Urban Geography
• Cities and Buildings Database at the University of Washington
• California Labor History Map
• The Haymarket Trial of 1886
• The Hard Hat Riots
• Working in the 21st Century
• The Gauls in Provence: The Oppidum of Entremont
• Saint-Denis, a town in the Middle Ages
• Virtual Tour of Washington, D.C.
• The Capital and the Bay
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D. Built Environment and Social Space

- Understanding Urban Geography
- Great Buildings Online
- LaGuardia and Wagner Archives
- NYC Photo Gallery
- The Making of a Mega-City
- Tall Buildings
- Habitat for Humanity
- A Quick History of Bicycles
- Ohio and Erie Canal National Heritage Corridor
- A History of US: Wake Up, America
- Picture American History
- History of Technology in New York City
- All Change in the Victorian Age
- Around the World in the 1890's: Photographs from the World's Transportation Commission
- The Case Files
- Hazardous Business
- National Capital Trolley Museum
- London Transport Museum
- The Transit Museum
- Washington Metro
- Interstate Highway System
- Read the Road
- Parkway Design Options
- Sustainable Development in Northern Ireland
- The Mega-Cities Project
- Forecast Map of Chinese Urbanization
- CyberTran
• The Geography of Transport Systems
• Norman Mineta Biography
• Municipal Government
• Municipal Services
• Georgia’s City Governments
• Public Housing and White Flight: Where the Neighborhood Ends
• Create a Jacksonian Utopia
• The Boott Cotton Mills of Lowell, Massachusetts
• American Landscape & Architectural Design, 1850-1920
• Land Use Mapping
• Writing: The Big Idea – Sky City
• VRoma Project
• Welcome to ASCEville
• City Creator
• Stop Disasters!
• Career Paths in Social Studies
• Pathways to Technology: Technology Jobs
• IEEE Global History Network
• Small-Town America
• Race and Place
• Struggle, Survival, Dreams, and Success
• 3Plus-U
• Action for Human Rights